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Qty Set / Book Titles ISBN Book Set Educator Keywords / Description:

Hardcover

9781628558111

Amphibians and Reptiles: A Compare and Contrast Book9781628555516 17.95 compare & contrast, animal classification, amphibians, reptiles, vertebrate classification,metamorphosis, complete metamorphosis, life cycles

Animal Helpers: Aquariums 9781628552034 17.95 aquariums, jobs, helping animals, environmental education, animal adaptations

Beavers' Busy Year, The 9781628552041 17.95 physical adaptation, life cycles, beavers, adaptations, seasons, change habitat, keystone species

Henry the Impatient Heron 9781934359907 16.95 behavioral adaptation, heron, patience, predator, adaptations, life cycle

Hey Diddle Diddle 9781607181309 16.95 food chain, animal classification, riparian habitat, rhyme and rhythm, life science, predator or prey, adaptations

Loon Chase 9780976494386 15.95 human-loon interaction, life science, life cycle

River Beds: Sleeping in the World's Rivers 9780977742349 16.95 sleep adaptations, life science, river habitats, geography, map, coordinate grid

Salamander Season 9781628555561 17.95 life cycle, salamander, metamorphosis, amphibian, classification, sequencing, scientist, biologist

Three Little Beavers 9781607185246 17.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, human-beavers interaction, adaptations, plant-animal interaction, life science, STEM activity

Tudley Didn't Know 9780976494362 15.95 behavioral adaptation, pond animals, adaptations, life science, adaptations, craft

Whistling Wings 9781934359129 16.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, migration, winter adaptations, life science, life cycle, sequencing

Aquatic Animals & Habitats - Salt Water 9781628558128

Animal Helpers: Aquariums 9781628552034 17.95 aquariums, jobs, helping animals, environmental education, animal adaptations

Animal Partners 9781628554489 17.95 animal adaptations, symbiotic relationships, habitats

Astro: The Steller Sea Lion 9781607188605 17.95 Steller sea lion, endangered, helping animals, life cycle, map, coordinate grid

Carolina's Story: Sea Turtles Get Sick Too! 9780976494300 15.95 loggerhead sea turtles, helping animals, life science, environmental education, marine reptiles, adaptations, measurements, craft

Day in the Deep, A 9781607186175 17.95 physical adaptation, deep ocean habitats, animal adaptations, bioluminescence, marine animals, life science, rhyme, bioluminescence, pressue, ocean life zones

Day in the Salt Marsh, A 9780976882350 15.95 rhyme, behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, habitat, tides, telling time, hour, adaptations, marine animals, life science, earth science, plant & animal interactions, adaptations

Honey Girl: The Hawaiian Monk Seal 9781628559217 17.95 based on a true story, endangered species, Hawaii, Hawaiian monk seal, health, life cycle, rehabilitation, wildlife rescue, basic needs, conservation, map, seal, sequence

Hungriest Mouth in the Sea, The 9781628556315 17.95 EE (Environmental Education), food web, rhythm or rhyme, marine mammals, predator/prey, food web

If A Dolphin Were A Fish 9780976882329 15.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, animal classification, marine animals, life science, repeating phrase, marine mammals, dolphins, whales

In Arctic Waters 9780976882343 15.95 rhyme, climate, adapted story, House That Jack Built, Arctic animals, polar, adaptations, life science, food chain

Kali's Story: An Orphaned Polar Bear Rescue 9781628552089 17.95 climate, polar bears, helping animals, zoos, Arctic adaptations, life cycle

Little Gray's Great Migration 9781628554526 17.95 migration, gray whales, adaptations, map

Moonlight Crab Count 9781628559309 17.95 citizen science, environmental education, horseshoe crabs, life cycle, red knots, water: (bay), , informed action, interconnectedness, migration, 

Mother Osprey: Nursery Rhymes for Buoys & Gulls 9781934359969 16.95 adapted story, adapted nursery rhymes, Mother Goose, marine, map, coordinate grid

Ocean Hide and Seek 9781934359914 16.95 physical adaptation, camouflage and protection, marine animals, life science,, animal classification

Ocean Seasons 9780977742325 15.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, ocean, marine animals, food web, seasons, life cycles, life science, ocean food web cards, seasons

Octavia and Her Purple Ink Cloud 9780976494355 15.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, practice makes perfect, protection, marine animals, life science,, camouflage, adaptations

Penguin Lady, The 9781607185277 17.95 penguins, different species, counting,  math, life science, map, measuring, compare & contrast

Polar Bears and Penguins: A Compare and Contrast Book9781628552096 17.95 climate, physical adaptation, adaptations, climate, compare & contrast, geography, habitat, life science

Ready, Set . . . WAIT! What Animals Do Before a Hurricane 9781607180722 16.95 natural disasters, weather, earth systems, human activity, hurricane, behavioral adaptations, life science, earth science, scientific observation, chart

Sea Slime: It’s Eeuwy, Gooey and Under the Sea 9781628552102 17.95 physical adaptation, deep ocean, marine habitat, animal adaptations

Shark Baby 9781607186229 17.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, life cycles, ocean habitats, life science, marine animals, compare & contrast

Sharks and Dolphins: A Compare and Contrast Book9781628557329 17.95 animal classification, compare/contrast, ocean animals, predator/prey, senses, physical adaptations, habitat/animal interaction

Turtle Summer: A Journal for my Daughter 9780977742356 16.95 seasons, loggerhead sea turtles, life cycles, helping animals, environmental education, seasons, life science, sea turtle life cycle, nature journal

Turtles In My Sandbox 9780976882374 16.95 behavioral adaptation, diamondback terrapins, life cycle, helping animals, life science, environmental education, adaptations, map, life cycle sequencing, craft

Water Beds: Sleeping In the Ocean 9780976494317 15.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, marine mammals, sleep, adaptations, get oxygen, life science, mammal classification, craft

Where Should Turtle Be? 9781934359891 16.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, life cycles, turtles, light pollution, adaptations, habitat, life science, sea turtles, terrapin, box turtle, painted turtle, adaptations, habitat matching

9781628558135

Animal Helpers: Raptor Centers 9781628554472 17.95 raptors, jobs, helping animals, environmental education, nocturnal, diurnal, animal adaptations

Baby Owl's Rescue 9781934359952 16.95 Great Horned Owl, helping animals, enviornmental education, life cycle, adaptations

Best Nest, The 9781934359099 16.95 adapted story, The Magpie Nest, birds, plant-animal interaction, nest building, following directions, life science, adaptations, plant & animal interaction

Christmas Eve Blizzard 9780976494331 15.95 weather, birds, cardinals, winter survival, helping animals, seasons, life science, cardinal numbers

Ghost of Donley Farm, The 9781628554519 17.95 owls, adaptations, nocturnal, diurnal

Henry the Impatient Heron 9781934359907 16.95 behavioral adaptation, heron, patience, predator, adaptations, life cycle

If You Were A Parrot 9780976494393 15.95 physical adaptation, birds, parrots, adaptations, life science, adaptations, bird classification, craft

Loon Chase 9780976494386 15.95 human-loon interaction, life science, life cycle

Otis the Owl 9781628559392 17.95 barred owls, food, growth and change, learned behavior, life cycle, , birds of prey, physical adaptation, raptors

Penguin Lady, The 9781607185277 17.95 penguins, different species, counting,  math, life science, map, measuring, compare & contrast

Sparrow and the Trees, The 9781628556339 17.95 adaptations, basic needs, character, fables/folktales, Native American folktale, plants, seasons, seasons,migration,evergreen/deciduous, basic needs (plants)

Whistling Wings 9781934359129 16.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, migration, winter adaptations, life science, life cycle, sequencing

Character & Overcoming Adversity 9781628558142

Best Nest, The 9781934359099 16.95 adapted story, The Magpie Nest, birds, plant-animal interaction, nest building, following directions, life science, adaptations, plant & animal interaction

Burro's Tortillas 9780976882398 15.95 rhythm, adapted story, Little Red Hen, corn, making food, character, work, moral, recipe, change in matter, corn development
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Cash Kat 9781628557282 17.95 add/subtract, character, counting, currency, litter, , math symbols (currency, decimals, fractions), place values

Carolina's Story: Sea Turtles Get Sick Too! 9780976494300 15.95 loggerhead sea turtles, helping animals, life science, environmental education, marine reptiles, adaptations, measurements, craft

Champ's Story: Dogs Get Cancer Too! 9781607180777 16.95 cancer, dogs, helping animals, heath

First Fire: A Cherokee Folktale 9781628552072 17.95 natural disasters, cultural folklore, fire, Cherokee, traditions, map, animal adaptations

Giraffe Who Was Afraid of Heights, The 9780976882305 15.95 behavioral adaptation, adapted story, Wizard of Oz, behavioral adaptations, African animals, life science, adaptations, craft

Henry the Impatient Heron 9781934359907 16.95 behavioral adaptation, heron, patience, predator, adaptations, life cycle

How The Moon Regained Her Shape 9780976494348 15.95 astronomy, moon phases, bullying, Native American folklore, earth science, moon phases, months of year

If A Dolphin Were A Fish 9780976882329 15.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, animal classification, marine animals, life science, repeating phrase, marine mammals, dolphins, whales

Kersplatypus 9781934359075 16.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, Australian animals, adaptations, life science, mammal, animal classification

Lucky Litter, The: Wolf Pups Rescued from Wildfire 9781628557183 17.95 EE (Environmental Education), changing habitats, natural disasters (wildfires)

Octavia and Her Purple Ink Cloud 9780976494355 15.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, practice makes perfect, protection, marine animals, life science,, camouflage, adaptations

Shark Baby 9781607186229 17.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, life cycles, ocean habitats, life science, marine animals, compare & contrast

Sparrow and the Trees, The 9781628556339 17.95 adaptations, basic needs, character, fables/folktales, Native American folktale, plants, seasons, seasons,migration,evergreen/deciduous, basic needs (plants)

Three Little Beavers 9781607185246 17.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, human-beavers interaction, adaptations, plant-animal interaction, life science, STEM activity

True Princess of Hawai‘i, A 9781628559484 17.95 based on a true story, character, Hawaii, natural disasters, volcanoes, earth layers, historical events, map, Pacific, plate tectonics, 

Tuktuk: Tundra Tale 9781628558791 17.95 habitat (tundra), polar night, seasons, trickster , adaptations, geography, Inuit, northern lights, north star, 

Vivian and the Legend of the Hoodoos 9781628559576 17.95 character, community, desert, erosion, fables/folktales, history, hoodoos, Paiute, trickster, chimneys (rock), column (rock), geography, geology, landforms, physical change,  spire, Utah, Native American

Where Should Turtle Be? 9781934359891 16.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, life cycles, turtles, light pollution, adaptations, habitat, life science, sea turtles, terrapin, box turtle, painted turtle, adaptations, habitat matching

Whistling Wings 9781934359129 16.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, migration, winter adaptations, life science, life cycle, sequencing

Natural History, Science, & Discovery Museums9781628558159

Balloon Trees 9781607186120 17.95 earth systems, human activity, natural resources, production of goods, transportation, earth science, social studies, rhyme, sequencing

Burro's Tortillas 9780976882398 15.95 rhythm, adapted story, Little Red Hen, corn, making food, character, work, moral, recipe, change in matter, corn development

Case of Sense, A 9781628558524 17.95 community, logic, senses (hearing, smell), diffusion

Clouds: A Compare and Contrast Book 9781628554496 17.95 weather, clouds, compare, contrast, water cycle, weather prediction

Dino Tracks 9781607186199 17.95 earth systems, human activity, adapted story, fossils, tracks, dinosaurs, earth science, scientists, rhyme and rhythm, map, dinosaur scientists-jobs

Dino Treasures 9781628554502 17.95 adapted story, fossils, dinosaurs, earth science, scientists, rhyme and rhythm, body fossils, trace fossils, scientists, jobs

Fort on Fourth Street, The: A Story about the Six Simple Machines9781607186205 17.95 simple machines, tools, physical science, cumulative text, measuring tools, STEM Build a Fort

How The Moon Regained Her Shape 9780976494348 15.95 astronomy, moon phases, bullying, Native American folklore, earth science, moon phases, months of year

Julie the Rockhound 9780976494379 15.95 earth systems, human activity, rocks, quartz, earth science, natural vs. manmade, Moh's hardness scale, classifying minerals

Magnetic Magic 9781628558616 17.95 change over time, character, magnetism, map, tools and technology (compass), map skills, cardinal directions, 

Meet the Planets 9781607181231 16.95 astronomy, solar system, planets, earth science, relative size planets

Newton and Me 9781607188704 17.95 force and motion, rhyme, force and motion, Newton, Newton's Laws of Motion

Pieces of Another World 9780976494324 15.95 astronomy, meteors, earth science, night sky

Saturn for My Birthday 9781934359136 16.95 astronomy, Saturn, planet, eath science, solar system, solar system, size comparison, Saturn

Shape Family Babies, The 9781628552119 17.95 math, geometry, shapes, polygons

Solar System Forecast 9781607185239 17.95 weather, astronomy, solar system, planets, weather, earth science, sun: heat & light, charts: atmosphere & temperatures

Sounds of the Savanna 9781628556322 17.95 Africa, EE (Environmental Education), food web, sound, sound, physics (sound waves), animal communication,

This Land is Your Land 9781628555578 17.95 landforms, archipelago, canyon, coast, hill, island, mountain, peninsulas, plains, plateau, valley, volcano, map

Tornado Tamer 9781628557336 17.95 adapted story (Emperor’s New Clothes), earth processes (fast/slow), weather-severe, tornado, weather vocabulary,

Wandering Woolly 9781628555585 17.95 extinct animals, woolly mammoth, animal adaptations, ice age, climate, compare and contrast, early North American history (Clovis People), paleontology, archeology

9781628558166

Achoo! Why Pollen Counts 9781628555509 17.95 adaptations, basic needs, pollen, allergies, plant parts, plant life cycle, pollinators, pollination, bees

Amphibians and Reptiles: A Compare and Contrast Book9781628555516 17.95 compare & contrast, animal classification, amphibians, reptiles, vertebrate classification,metamorphosis, complete metamorphosis, life cycles

Animal Eyes 9781628554465 17.95 vision, eyes, senses, animal adaptations

Animal Legs 9781628558432 17.95 adaptations, feet, legs, movement, 

Animal Mouths 9781628555523 17.95 mouths, predator, prey, animal adaptations, teeth shape, bird beaks, glossary

Anybody Home? 9781607186182 17.95 behavioral adaptation, animal homes, plant-animal interaction, habitat interaction, life cycles, diurnal & nocturnal, map

Bat Count: A Citizen Science Story 9781628558944 17.95 bats, disease, families, white-nose syndrome, citizen science, conservation, informed action, migration/hibernation, outside activity

Beavers' Busy Year, The 9781628552041 17.95 physical adaptation, life cycles, beavers, adaptations, seasons, change habitat, keystone species

Been There, Done That: Reading Animal Signs 9781628557275 17.95 environmental education, animal signs,, 

Blackberry Banquet 9781934359709 16.95 plant-animal interaction, rhyme, cumuluative phrases, life science, food web, invasive plants

Butterfly Called Hope, A 9781607188544 17.95 life cycle, metamorphosis, plant-animal interaction, sequencing, compare & contrast

Cool Summer Tail, A 9781628552058 17.95 rhythm, rhyme, seasons, behavioral adaptation, summer adaptations, seasons, life science, compare & contrast, learned behavior, instinct

Count Down to Fall 9781934359945 16.95 rhyme, seasons, counting backwards, seasons, plant-animal interaction, math, life science, natural resources

Daisylocks 9781628552065 17.95 adapted story, basic needs, habitats, plants, seeds, plant parts

Day in the Salt Marsh, A 9780976882350 15.95 rhyme, behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, habitat, tides, telling time, hour, adaptations, marine animals, life science, earth science, plant & animal interactions, adaptations

Day on the Mountain, A 9781607180739 16.95 climate, behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, mountain elevation, habitat, adaptations, life science, habitat: mountain, animal classes, adaptations

Deep in the Desert 9781607181255 16.95 rhythm, rhyme, climate, adapted story, adapted children's songs, desert habitat, life science, map, coordinate grid, adaptations, food chain

Desert Baths 9781607185253 17.95 climate, desert habitat, time of day, sun pattern, hygiene, adaptations, life science, earth science, STEM activity

Felina's New Home: A Florida Panther Story 9781607180685 16.95 threatened & endangered animals, environmental education, life science, life cycle, adaptations

Ferdinand Fox's First Summer 9781607186144 17.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, growth and change, summer, animal senses, adaptations, learned behavior, life cycle, sequencing, months

First Fire: A Cherokee Folktale 9781628552072 17.95 natural disasters, cultural folklore, fire, Cherokee, traditions, map, animal adaptations

Glaciers Are Melting!, The 9781607181262 16.95 climate, physical adaptation, earth systems, human activity, adapted story, Henny Penny, glaciers, cold adaptations, global warming, earth science, life science, water on earth, map

Gopher to the Rescue! A Volcano Recovery Story 9781607181316 17.95 natural disasters, changing habitats, earth systems, human activity, volcano, habitat recovery  earth science, life science, plate tectonics, map, sequencing

Habitat Spy 9781607181224 16.95 habitats, life science, food chain, basic needs

Hey Diddle Diddle 9781607181309 16.95 food chain, animal classification, riparian habitat, rhyme and rhythm, life science, predator or prey, adaptations

Home in the Cave 9781607185222 17.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, cave habitat, bats, food web,  life science, echolocation
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In My Backyard 9780977742318 15.95 rhyme, backyard animals, counting, collective nouns, math, life science, counting, collective nouns, human impact on animals

Little Red Bat 9781607180692 16.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, bats, migration, hibernation, seasons, adaptations, life science, life cycle, sequencing

Little Skink's Tail 9780976882381 15.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, tails, animal adaptations, forest animals, life science, map, coordinate grid

Mammals: A Compare and Contrast Book 9781628557299 17.95 animal classification, compare and contrast, mammal, marine mammal, animal signs

Moose and Magpie 9781934359976 16.95 life cycle, growth and change, life science, adaptations

Multiply on the Fly 9781607181286 16.95 rhyme, multiplication, insects, math, life science, metamorphosis, life cycles, compare & contrast

Nature Recycles—How About You? 9781607186151 17.95 behavioral adaptation, earth systems, human activity, recycling, adaptations,  life science, geography, environmental education, repeating phrase, map; reduce, reuse, recycle

On the Move: Mass Migrations 9781607186168 17.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, life cycles, migrations, seasons, geography, life science, map

One Wolf Howls 9781934359921 16.95 rhythm, weather, wolf, counting, months, seasons, math, life science, life cycle, calendar

Otis the Owl 9781628559392 17.95 barred owls, food, growth and change, learned behavior, life cycle, , birds of prey, physical adaptation, raptors

Perfect Pet, The 9781607186212 17.95 animal classification, life science, rhyme, compare & contrast

Prairie Storms 9781607181293 16.95 weather, seasons, months, prairie habitat, life science, earth science, habitat: grasslands, map, weather or season activity

River Beds: Sleeping in the World's Rivers 9780977742349 16.95 sleep adaptations, life science, river habitats, geography, map, coordinate grid

Salamander Season 9781628555561 17.95 life cycle, salamander, metamorphosis, amphibian, classification, sequencing, scientist, biologist

Saving Kate's Flowers 9781628558708 17.95 anthropomorphic/personification, flowers, plants (annual/perennial), seasons, basic needs, life cycle, outside activity,

Sparrow and the Trees, The 9781628556339 17.95 adaptations, basic needs, character, fables/folktales, Native American folktale, plants, seasons, seasons,migration,evergreen/deciduous, basic needs (plants)

Ten for Me 9781607180746 16.95 rhyme, behavioral adaptation, math, counting, tens make friends, adding, number patterns, butterfly life cycle, plant-animal interaction, ordinal numbers, numbers & patterns, butterfly body parts, butterfly life cycle , compare & contrast

They Just Know: Animal Instincts 9781628556346 17.95 animal life cycles, instinct versus learned behaviors, instinct,learned behavior, metamorphosis, life cycle

Three Little Beavers 9781607185246 17.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, human-beavers interaction, adaptations, plant-animal interaction, life science, STEM activity

Tree That Bear Climbed, The 9781607185284 17.95 rhythm, physical adaptation, adapted story, House That Jack Built, plant parts, plant-animal interaction, life science, cumulative text, plant body parts, basic needs: plants, plant & animal interaction

Trees: A Compare and Contrast Book 9781628554533 17.95 plant parts, tree adaptations, habitats, trees as natural resources, plant & animal interactions

Tudley Didn't Know 9780976494362 15.95 behavioral adaptation, pond animals, adaptations, life science, adaptations, craft

Warm Winter Tail, A 9781607185291 17.95 rhyme, seasons, behavioral adaptation, winter adaptations, hibernation, migration, seasons, life science, learned behavior, instinct

NSTA / CBC Outstanding Science Trade Books9781628558272

Animal Mouths 9781628555523 17.95 mouths, predator, prey, animal adaptations, teeth shape, bird beaks, glossary

Desert Baths 9781607185253 17.95 climate, desert habitat, time of day, sun pattern, hygiene, adaptations, life science, earth science, STEM activity

Ferdinand Fox's First Summer 9781607186144 17.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, growth and change, summer, animal senses, adaptations, learned behavior, life cycle, sequencing, months

Gopher to the Rescue! A Volcano Recovery Story 9781607181316 17.95 natural disasters, changing habitats, earth systems, human activity, volcano, habitat recovery  earth science, life science, plate tectonics, map, sequencing

Newton and Me 9781607188704 17.95 force and motion, rhyme, force and motion, Newton, Newton's Laws of Motion

On the Move: Mass Migrations 9781607186168 17.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, life cycles, migrations, seasons, geography, life science, map

Polar Bears and Penguins: A Compare and Contrast Book9781628552096 17.95 climate, physical adaptation, adaptations, climate, compare & contrast, geography, habitat, life science

9781628558173

ABC Safari 9780977742301 15.95 animal alphabet, habitats, adaptations, life science, animal classification, carnivore & omnivore & herbivore

Achoo! Why Pollen Counts 9781628555509 17.95 adaptations, basic needs, pollen, allergies, plant parts, plant life cycle, pollinators, pollination, bees

Amphibians and Reptiles: A Compare and Contrast Book9781628555516 17.95 compare & contrast, animal classification, amphibians, reptiles, vertebrate classification,metamorphosis, complete metamorphosis, life cycles

Animal Helpers: Zoos 9781607187134 17.95 helping animals, environmental education, map

Animalogy: Animal Analogies 9781607181279 16.95 rhyme, analogies, adaptations, animal classification

Animals are Sleeping 9781934359105 16.95 sleep adaptations, life science, animal classification, carnivore & omnivore & herbivore

Beavers' Busy Year, The 9781628552041 17.95 physical adaptation, life cycles, beavers, adaptations, seasons, change habitat, keystone species

Big Cat, Little Kitty 9781607181248 16.95 big cats, domestic cats, days of week, habitats, math, life science, map, senses

Ferdinand Fox's First Summer 9781607186144 17.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, growth and change, summer, animal senses, adaptations, learned behavior, life cycle, sequencing, months

Fibonacci Zoo 9781628555530 17.95 number patterns, fibonacci, counting, addition, patterns

Fur and Feathers 9781607180753 16.95 animal classification, skin coverings

Giraffe Who Was Afraid of Heights, The 9780976882305 15.95 behavioral adaptation, adapted story, Wizard of Oz, behavioral adaptations, African animals, life science, adaptations, craft

Great Divide, The 9781607185215 17.95 division, collective nouns, math, rhyme, map

Happy Birthday To Whooo? 9780976882312 15.95 rhyme, animal babies, life cycles, life science, prediction, number line

Kali's Story: An Orphaned Polar Bear Rescue 9781628552089 17.95 climate, polar bears, helping animals, zoos, Arctic adaptations, life cycle

Kersplatypus 9781934359075 16.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, Australian animals, adaptations, life science, mammal, animal classification

Lucky Litter, The: Wolf Pups Rescued from Wildfire 9781628557183 17.95 EE (Environmental Education), changing habitats, natural disasters (wildfires)

Mammals: A Compare and Contrast Book 9781628557299 17.95 animal classification, compare and contrast, mammal, marine mammal, animal signs

Midnight Madness at the Zoo 9781628557305 17.95 anthropomorphic, counting, math: general, rhythm or rhyme, basketball, endangered animals, add/subtract

Most Dangerous, The 9781607185260 17.95 behavioral adaptation, predators, prey protection, adaptations, geography, life science, predators & prey, map, craft

On the Move: Mass Migrations 9781607186168 17.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, life cycles, migrations, seasons, geography, life science, map

Once Upon an Elephant 9781628557312 17.95 Africa, grassland, habitat/animal interaction, keystone species, seasons

One Wolf Howls 9781934359921 16.95 rhythm, weather, wolf, counting, months, seasons, math, life science, life cycle, calendar

Pandas' Earthquake Escape 9781607180715 16.95 natural disasters, helping animals, changing habitats, earth systems, human activity, pandas, earthquakes, life science, earth science, environmental education, caring for animals, plate tectonics, map, chart, life cycle, sequencing

Paws, Claws, Hands, and Feet 9781934359884 16.95 physical adaptation, adaptations, rhyme and rhythm, life science, hands, feet adaptations

Penguin Lady, The 9781607185277 17.95 penguins, different species, counting,  math, life science, map, measuring, compare & contrast

Polar Bears and Penguins: A Compare and Contrast Book9781628552096 17.95 climate, physical adaptation, adaptations, climate, compare & contrast, geography, habitat, life science

Primate School 9781628555554 17.95 animal classification, environmental education, primates, tools and technology, zoos, endangered species

Rainforest Grew All Around, The 9780976882367 16.95 climate, habitat, adapted story, Green Grass Grew All Around, rainforest, plant adaptations, seed dispersal, cumulative text, life science, recipe, natural resources

River Beds: Sleeping in the World's Rivers 9780977742349 16.95 sleep adaptations, life science, river habitats, geography, map, coordinate grid

Sounds of the Savanna 9781628556322 17.95 Africa, EE (Environmental Education), food web, sound, sound, physics (sound waves), animal communication,

Three Little Beavers 9781607185246 17.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, human-beavers interaction, adaptations, plant-animal interaction, life science, STEM activity

'Twas the Day Before Zoo Day 9781607185857 17.95 adapted story, 'Twas the Night Before Christmas, zoo animals, rhyme and rhythm, life science, chart, collective nouns, jobs

What's New at the Zoo? An Animal Adding Adventure 9781934359938 16.95 rhyme, math, life cycles, addition, counting, animal babies, tens make friends, place value, animal classification

What's the Difference? An Endangered Animal Subtraction Story9781607180708 16.95 rhyme, subtraction, counting, endangered animals, math, environmental education, food chains

35 $610.25

Zoo Animals

$856.5549

7 $125.65
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Paperback

9781628558180

Amphibians and Reptiles: A Compare and Contrast Book9781628555608 9.95 compare & contrast, animal classification, amphibians, reptiles, vertebrate classification,metamorphosis, complete metamorphosis, life cycles

Animal Helpers: Aquariums 9781628552126 9.95 aquariums, jobs, helping animals, environmental education, animal adaptations

Beavers' Busy Year, The 9781628552133 9.95 physical adaptation, life cycles, beavers, adaptations, seasons, change habitat, keystone species

Henry the Impatient Heron 9781607180357 8.95 behavioral adaptation, heron, patience, predator, adaptations, life cycle

Hey Diddle Diddle 9781607181408 8.95 food chain, animal classification, riparian habitat, rhyme and rhythm, life science, predator or prey, adaptations

Loon Chase 9781607181163 8.95 human-loon interaction, life science, life cycle

River Beds: Sleeping in the World's Rivers 9781934359310 8.95 sleep adaptations, life science, river habitats, geography, map, coordinate grid

Salamander Season 9781628555653 9.95 life cycle, salamander, metamorphosis, amphibian, classification, sequencing, scientist, biologist

Three Little Beavers 9781607185338 9.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, human-beavers interaction, adaptations, plant-animal interaction, life science, STEM activity

Tudley Didn't Know 9781934359044 8.95 behavioral adaptation, pond animals, adaptations, life science, adaptations, craft

Whistling Wings 9781934359303 8.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, migration, winter adaptations, life science, life cycle, sequencing

Aquatic Animals & Habitats - Salt Water 9781628558197

Animal Helpers: Aquariums 9781628552126 9.95 aquariums, jobs, helping animals, environmental education, animal adaptations

Animal Partners 9781628554564 9.95 animal adaptations, symbiotic relationships, habitats

Astro: The Steller Sea Lion 9781607188742 9.95 Steller sea lion, endangered, helping animals, life cycle, map, coordinate grid

Carolina's Story: Sea Turtles Get Sick Too! 9781934359006 8.95 loggerhead sea turtles, helping animals, life science, environmental education, marine reptiles, adaptations, measurements, craft

Day in the Deep, A 9781607186298 9.95 physical adaptation, deep ocean habitats, animal adaptations, bioluminescence, marine animals, life science, rhyme, bioluminescence, pressue, ocean life zones

Day in the Salt Marsh, A 9781934359198 8.95 rhyme, behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, habitat, tides, telling time, hour, adaptations, marine animals, life science, earth science, plant & animal interactions, adaptations

Honey Girl: The Hawaiian Monk Seal 9781628559224 9.95 based on a true story, endangered species, Hawaii, Hawaiian monk seal, health, life cycle, rehabilitation, wildlife rescue, basic needs, conservation, map, seal, sequence

Hungriest Mouth in the Sea, The 9781628556360 9.95 EE (Environmental Education), food web, rhythm or rhyme, marine mammals, predator/prey, food web

If A Dolphin Were A Fish 9781607188612 9.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, animal classification, marine animals, life science, repeating phrase, marine mammals, dolphins, whales

In Arctic Waters 9781607188629 9.95 rhyme, climate, adapted story, House That Jack Built, Arctic animals, polar, adaptations, life science, food chain

Kali's Story: An Orphaned Polar Bear Rescue 9781628552171 9.95 climate, polar bears, helping animals, zoos, Arctic adaptations, life cycle

Little Gray's Great Migration 9781628554601 9.95 migration, gray whales, adaptations, map

Moonlight Crab Count 9781628559316 9.95 citizen science, environmental education, horseshoe crabs, life cycle, red knots, water: (bay), , informed action, interconnectedness, migration, 

Mother Osprey: Nursery Rhymes for Buoys & Gulls 9781607180418 8.95 adapted story, adapted nursery rhymes, Mother Goose, marine, map, coordinate grid

Ocean Hide and Seek 9781607180364 8.95 physical adaptation, camouflage and protection, marine animals, life science,, animal classification

Ocean Seasons 9781607188636 9.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, ocean, marine animals, food web, seasons, life cycles, life science, ocean food web cards, seasons

Octavia and Her Purple Ink Cloud 9781607185864 9.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, practice makes perfect, protection, marine animals, life science,, camouflage, adaptations

Penguin Lady, The 9781607185369 9.95 penguins, different species, counting,  math, life science, map, measuring, compare & contrast

Polar Bears and Penguins: A Compare and Contrast Book9781628552188 9.95 climate, physical adaptation, adaptations, climate, compare & contrast, geography, habitat, life science

Ready, Set . . . WAIT! What Animals Do Before a Hurricane 9781607180838 8.95 natural disasters, weather, earth systems, human activity, hurricane, behavioral adaptations, life science, earth science, scientific observation, chart

Sea Slime: It’s Eeuwy, Gooey and Under the Sea 9781628552195 9.95 physical adaptation, deep ocean, marine habitat, animal adaptations

Shark Baby 9781607186342 9.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, life cycles, ocean habitats, life science, marine animals, compare & contrast

Sharks and Dolphins: A Compare and Contrast Book9781628557398 9.95 animal classification, compare/contrast, ocean animals, predator/prey, senses, physical adaptations, habitat/animal interaction

Turtle Summer: A Journal for my Daughter 9781607185833 9.95 seasons, loggerhead sea turtles, life cycles, helping animals, environmental education, seasons, life science, sea turtle life cycle, nature journal

Turtles In My Sandbox 9781607188728 9.95 behavioral adaptation, diamondback terrapins, life cycle, helping animals, life science, environmental education, adaptations, map, life cycle sequencing, craft

Water Beds: Sleeping In the Ocean 9781934359013 8.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, marine mammals, sleep, adaptations, get oxygen, life science, mammal classification, craft

Where Should Turtle Be? 9781607186083 9.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, life cycles, turtles, light pollution, adaptations, habitat, life science, sea turtles, terrapin, box turtle, painted turtle, adaptations, habitat matching

9781628558203

Animal Helpers: Raptor Centers 9781628554557 9.95 raptors, jobs, helping animals, environmental education, nocturnal, diurnal, animal adaptations

Baby Owl's Rescue 9781607186106 9.95 Great Horned Owl, helping animals, enviornmental education, life cycle, adaptations

Best Nest, The 9781934359259 8.95 adapted story, The Magpie Nest, birds, plant-animal interaction, nest building, following directions, life science, adaptations, plant & animal interaction

Christmas Eve Blizzard 9781607181156 8.95 weather, birds, cardinals, winter survival, helping animals, seasons, life science, cardinal numbers

Ghost of Donley Farm, The 9781628554595 9.95 owls, adaptations, nocturnal, diurnal

Henry the Impatient Heron 9781607180357 8.95 behavioral adaptation, heron, patience, predator, adaptations, life cycle

If You Were A Parrot 9781607181187 8.95 physical adaptation, birds, parrots, adaptations, life science, adaptations, bird classification, craft

Loon Chase 9781607181163 8.95 human-loon interaction, life science, life cycle

Otis the Owl 9781628559408 9.95 barred owls, food, growth and change, learned behavior, life cycle, , birds of prey, physical adaptation, raptors

Penguin Lady, The 9781607185369 9.95 penguins, different species, counting,  math, life science, map, measuring, compare & contrast

Sparrow and the Trees, The 9781628556384 9.95 adaptations, basic needs, character, fables/folktales, Native American folktale, plants, seasons, seasons,migration,evergreen/deciduous, basic needs (plants)

Whistling Wings 9781934359303 8.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, migration, winter adaptations, life science, life cycle, sequencing

Character & Overcoming Adversity 9781628558210

Best Nest, The 9781934359259 8.95 adapted story, The Magpie Nest, birds, plant-animal interaction, nest building, following directions, life science, adaptations, plant & animal interaction

Burro's Tortillas 9781934359181 8.95 rhythm, adapted story, Little Red Hen, corn, making food, character, work, moral, recipe, change in matter, corn development

Carolina's Story: Sea Turtles Get Sick Too! 9781934359006 8.95 loggerhead sea turtles, helping animals, life science, environmental education, marine reptiles, adaptations, measurements, craft

Cash Kat 9781628557350 9.95 add/subtract, character, counting, currency, litter, , math symbols (currency, decimals, fractions), place values

Champ's Story: Dogs Get Cancer Too! 9781607180883 8.95 cancer, dogs, helping animals, heath

First Fire: A Cherokee Folktale 9781628552164 9.95 natural disasters, cultural folklore, fire, Cherokee, traditions, map, animal adaptations

Giraffe Who Was Afraid of Heights, The 9781607187059 9.95 behavioral adaptation, adapted story, Wizard of Oz, behavioral adaptations, African animals, life science, adaptations, craft

27 $262.65

Birds

12 $113.40

21 $201.95

Aquatic Animals & Habitats - Fresh Water

11 $103.45
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Henry the Impatient Heron 9781607180357 8.95 behavioral adaptation, heron, patience, predator, adaptations, life cycle

How The Moon Regained Her Shape 9781607187042 9.95 astronomy, moon phases, bullying, Native American folklore, earth science, moon phases, months of year

If A Dolphin Were A Fish 9781607188612 9.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, animal classification, marine animals, life science, repeating phrase, marine mammals, dolphins, whales

Kersplatypus 9781934359235 8.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, Australian animals, adaptations, life science, mammal, animal classification

Lucky Litter, The: Wolf Pups Rescued from Wildfire 9781628557190 9.95 EE (Environmental Education), changing habitats, natural disasters (wildfires)

Octavia and Her Purple Ink Cloud 9781607185864 9.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, practice makes perfect, protection, marine animals, life science,, camouflage, adaptations

Shark Baby 9781607186342 9.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, life cycles, ocean habitats, life science, marine animals, compare & contrast

Sparrow and the Trees, The 9781628556384 9.95 adaptations, basic needs, character, fables/folktales, Native American folktale, plants, seasons, seasons,migration,evergreen/deciduous, basic needs (plants)

Three Little Beavers 9781607185338 9.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, human-beavers interaction, adaptations, plant-animal interaction, life science, STEM activity

True Princess of Hawai‘i, A 9781628559491 9.95 based on a true story, character, Hawaii, natural disasters, volcanoes, earth layers, historical events, map, Pacific, plate tectonics, 

Tuktuk: Tundra Tale 9781628558807 9.95 habitat (tundra), polar night, seasons, trickster , adaptations, geography, Inuit, northern lights, north star, 

Vivian and the Legend of the Hoodoos 9781628559583 9.95 character, community, desert, erosion, fables/folktales, history, hoodoos, Paiute, trickster, chimneys (rock), column (rock), geography, geology, landforms, physical change,  spire, Utah, Native American

Where Should Turtle Be? 9781607186083 9.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, life cycles, turtles, light pollution, adaptations, habitat, life science, sea turtles, terrapin, box turtle, painted turtle, adaptations, habitat matching

Whistling Wings 9781934359303 8.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, migration, winter adaptations, life science, life cycle, sequencing

Natural History, Science, & Discovery Museums9781628558227

Balloon Trees 9781607186243 9.95 earth systems, human activity, natural resources, production of goods, transportation, earth science, social studies, rhyme, sequencing

Burro's Tortillas 9781934359181 8.95 rhythm, adapted story, Little Red Hen, corn, making food, character, work, moral, recipe, change in matter, corn development

Case of Sense, A 9781628558531 9.95 community, logic, senses (hearing, smell), diffusion

Clouds: A Compare and Contrast Book 9781628554571 9.95 weather, clouds, compare, contrast, water cycle, weather prediction

Dino Tracks 9781607186311 9.95 earth systems, human activity, adapted story, fossils, tracks, dinosaurs, earth science, scientists, rhyme and rhythm, map, dinosaur scientists-jobs

Dino Treasures 9781628554588 9.95 adapted story, fossils, dinosaurs, earth science, scientists, rhyme and rhythm, body fossils, trace fossils, scientists, jobs

Fort on Fourth Street, The: A Story about the Six Simple Machines9781607186328 9.95 simple machines, tools, physical science, cumulative text, measuring tools, STEM Build a Fort

How The Moon Regained Her Shape 9781607187042 9.95 astronomy, moon phases, bullying, Native American folklore, earth science, moon phases, months of year

Julie the Rockhound 9781607185840 9.95 earth systems, human activity, rocks, quartz, earth science, natural vs. manmade, Moh's hardness scale, classifying minerals

Magnetic Magic 9781628558623 9.95 change over time, character, magnetism, map, tools and technology (compass), map skills, cardinal directions, 

Meet the Planets 9781607188698 9.95 astronomy, solar system, planets, earth science, relative size planets

Newton and Me 9781607188667 9.95 force and motion, rhyme, force and motion, Newton, Newton's Laws of Motion

Pieces of Another World 9781607181149 8.95 astronomy, meteors, earth science, night sky

Saturn for My Birthday 9781934359273 8.95 astronomy, Saturn, planet, eath science, solar system, solar system, size comparison, Saturn

Shape Family Babies, The 9781628552201 9.95 math, geometry, shapes, polygons

Solar System Forecast 9781607185321 9.95 weather, astronomy, solar system, planets, weather, earth science, sun: heat & light, charts: atmosphere & temperatures

Sounds of the Savanna 9781628556377 9.95 Africa, EE (Environmental Education), food web, sound, sound, physics (sound waves), animal communication,

This Land is Your Land 9781628555660 9.95 landforms, archipelago, canyon, coast, hill, island, mountain, peninsulas, plains, plateau, valley, volcano, map

Tornado Tamer 9781628557404 9.95 adapted story (Emperor’s New Clothes), earth processes (fast/slow), weather-severe, tornado, weather vocabulary,

Wandering Woolly 9781628555677 9.95 extinct animals, woolly mammoth, animal adaptations, ice age, climate, compare and contrast, early North American history (Clovis People), paleontology, archeology

9781628558234

Achoo! Why Pollen Counts 9781628555592 9.95 adaptations, basic needs, pollen, allergies, plant parts, plant life cycle, pollinators, pollination, bees

Amphibians and Reptiles: A Compare and Contrast Book9781628555608 9.95 compare & contrast, animal classification, amphibians, reptiles, vertebrate classification,metamorphosis, complete metamorphosis, life cycles

Animal Eyes 9781628554540 9.95 vision, eyes, senses, animal adaptations

Animal Legs 9781628558449 9.95 adaptations, feet, legs, movement, 

Animal Mouths 9781628555615 9.95 mouths, predator, prey, animal adaptations, teeth shape, bird beaks, glossary

Anybody Home? 9781607186304 9.95 behavioral adaptation, animal homes, plant-animal interaction, habitat interaction, life cycles, diurnal & nocturnal, map

Bat Count: A Citizen Science Story 9781628558951 9.95 bats, disease, families, white-nose syndrome, citizen science, conservation, informed action, migration/hibernation, outside activity

Beavers' Busy Year, The 9781628552133 9.95 physical adaptation, life cycles, beavers, adaptations, seasons, change habitat, keystone species

Been There, Done That: Reading Animal Signs 9781628557343 9.95 environmental education, animal signs,, 

Blackberry Banquet 9781934359280 8.95 plant-animal interaction, rhyme, cumuluative phrases, life science, food web, invasive plants

Butterfly Called Hope, A 9781607188568 9.95 life cycle, metamorphosis, plant-animal interaction, sequencing, compare & contrast

Cool Summer Tail, A 9781628552140 9.95 rhythm, rhyme, seasons, behavioral adaptation, summer adaptations, seasons, life science, compare & contrast, learned behavior, instinct

Count Down to Fall 9781607188650 9.95 rhyme, seasons, counting backwards, seasons, plant-animal interaction, math, life science, natural resources

Daisylocks 9781628552157 9.95 adapted story, basic needs, habitats, plants, seeds, plant parts

Day in the Salt Marsh, A 9781934359198 8.95 rhyme, behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, habitat, tides, telling time, hour, adaptations, marine animals, life science, earth science, plant & animal interactions, adaptations

Day on the Mountain, A 9781607186892 9.95 climate, behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, mountain elevation, habitat, adaptations, life science, habitat: mountain, animal classes, adaptations

Deep in the Desert 9781607181354 8.95 rhythm, rhyme, climate, adapted story, adapted children's songs, desert habitat, life science, map, coordinate grid, adaptations, food chain

Desert Baths 9781607185345 9.95 climate, desert habitat, time of day, sun pattern, hygiene, adaptations, life science, earth science, STEM activity

Felina's New Home: A Florida Panther Story 9781607188674 9.95 threatened & endangered animals, environmental education, life science, life cycle, adaptations

Ferdinand Fox's First Summer 9781607186267 9.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, growth and change, summer, animal senses, adaptations, learned behavior, life cycle, sequencing, months

First Fire: A Cherokee Folktale 9781628552164 9.95 natural disasters, cultural folklore, fire, Cherokee, traditions, map, animal adaptations

Glaciers Are Melting!, The 9781607181361 8.95 climate, physical adaptation, earth systems, human activity, adapted story, Henny Penny, glaciers, cold adaptations, global warming, earth science, life science, water on earth, map

Gopher to the Rescue! A Volcano Recovery Story 9781607181415 9.95 natural disasters, changing habitats, earth systems, human activity, volcano, habitat recovery  earth science, life science, plate tectonics, map, sequencing

Habitat Spy 9781607181323 8.95 habitats, life science, food chain, basic needs

Hey Diddle Diddle 9781607181408 8.95 food chain, animal classification, riparian habitat, rhyme and rhythm, life science, predator or prey, adaptations

Home in the Cave 9781607185314 9.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, cave habitat, bats, food web,  life science, echolocation

In My Backyard 9781607188711 9.95 rhyme, backyard animals, counting, collective nouns, math, life science, counting, collective nouns, human impact on animals

Little Red Bat 9781607188681 9.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, bats, migration, hibernation, seasons, adaptations, life science, life cycle, sequencing

Little Skink's Tail 9781607188643 9.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, tails, animal adaptations, forest animals, life science, map, coordinate grid

Mammals: A Compare and Contrast Book 9781628557367 9.95 animal classification, compare and contrast, mammal, marine mammal, animal signs

Moose and Magpie 9781607180425 8.95 life cycle, growth and change, life science, adaptations

21 $201.95

20 $196.00

Nature Around You

49 $475.55
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Multiply on the Fly 9781607181385 8.95 rhyme, multiplication, insects, math, life science, metamorphosis, life cycles, compare & contrast

Nature Recycles—How About You? 9781607186274 9.95 behavioral adaptation, earth systems, human activity, recycling, adaptations,  life science, geography, environmental education, repeating phrase, map; reduce, reuse, recycle

On the Move: Mass Migrations 9781607186281 9.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, life cycles, migrations, seasons, geography, life science, map

One Wolf Howls 9781607186090 9.95 rhythm, weather, wolf, counting, months, seasons, math, life science, life cycle, calendar

Otis the Owl 9781628559408 9.95 barred owls, food, growth and change, learned behavior, life cycle, , birds of prey, physical adaptation, raptors

Perfect Pet, The 9781607186335 9.95 animal classification, life science, rhyme, compare & contrast

Prairie Storms 9781607181392 8.95 weather, seasons, months, prairie habitat, life science, earth science, habitat: grasslands, map, weather or season activity

River Beds: Sleeping in the World's Rivers 9781934359310 8.95 sleep adaptations, life science, river habitats, geography, map, coordinate grid

Salamander Season 9781628555653 9.95 life cycle, salamander, metamorphosis, amphibian, classification, sequencing, scientist, biologist

Saving Kate's Flowers 9781628558715 9.95 anthropomorphic/personification, flowers, plants (annual/perennial), seasons, basic needs, life cycle, outside activity,

Sparrow and the Trees, The 9781628556384 9.95 adaptations, basic needs, character, fables/folktales, Native American folktale, plants, seasons, seasons,migration,evergreen/deciduous, basic needs (plants)

Ten for Me 9781607180852 8.95 rhyme, behavioral adaptation, math, counting, tens make friends, adding, number patterns, butterfly life cycle, plant-animal interaction, ordinal numbers, numbers & patterns, butterfly body parts, butterfly life cycle , compare & contrast

They Just Know: Animal Instincts 9781628556391 9.95 animal life cycles, instinct versus learned behaviors, instinct,learned behavior, metamorphosis, life cycle

Three Little Beavers 9781607185338 9.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, human-beavers interaction, adaptations, plant-animal interaction, life science, STEM activity

Tree That Bear Climbed, The 9781607185376 9.95 rhythm, physical adaptation, adapted story, House That Jack Built, plant parts, plant-animal interaction, life science, cumulative text, plant body parts, basic needs: plants, plant & animal interaction

Trees: A Compare and Contrast Book 9781628554618 9.95 plant parts, tree adaptations, habitats, trees as natural resources, plant & animal interactions

Tudley Didn't Know 9781934359044 8.95 behavioral adaptation, pond animals, adaptations, life science, adaptations, craft

Warm Winter Tail, A 9781607185383 9.95 rhyme, seasons, behavioral adaptation, winter adaptations, hibernation, migration, seasons, life science, learned behavior, instinct

NSTA / CBC Outstanding Science Trade Books9781628558289

Animal Mouths 9781628555615 9.95 mouths, predator, prey, animal adaptations, teeth shape, bird beaks, glossary

Desert Baths 9781607185345 9.95 climate, desert habitat, time of day, sun pattern, hygiene, adaptations, life science, earth science, STEM activity

Ferdinand Fox's First Summer 9781607186267 9.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, growth and change, summer, animal senses, adaptations, learned behavior, life cycle, sequencing, months

Gopher to the Rescue! A Volcano Recovery Story 9781607181415 9.95 natural disasters, changing habitats, earth systems, human activity, volcano, habitat recovery  earth science, life science, plate tectonics, map, sequencing

Newton and Me 9781607188667 9.95 force and motion, rhyme, force and motion, Newton, Newton's Laws of Motion

On the Move: Mass Migrations 9781607186281 9.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, life cycles, migrations, seasons, geography, life science, map

Polar Bears and Penguins: A Compare and Contrast Book9781628552188 9.95 climate, physical adaptation, adaptations, climate, compare & contrast, geography, habitat, life science

9781628558241

ABC Safari 9780977742363 8.95 animal alphabet, habitats, adaptations, life science, animal classification, carnivore & omnivore & herbivore

Achoo! Why Pollen Counts 9781628555592 9.95 adaptations, basic needs, pollen, allergies, plant parts, plant life cycle, pollinators, pollination, bees

Amphibians and Reptiles: A Compare and Contrast Book9781628555608 9.95 compare & contrast, animal classification, amphibians, reptiles, vertebrate classification,metamorphosis, complete metamorphosis, life cycles

Animal Helpers: Zoos 9781607188506 9.95 helping animals, environmental education, map

Animalogy: Animal Analogies 9781607181378 8.95 rhyme, analogies, adaptations, animal classification

Animals are Sleeping 9781934359266 8.95 sleep adaptations, life science, animal classification, carnivore & omnivore & herbivore

Beavers' Busy Year, The 9781628552133 9.95 physical adaptation, life cycles, beavers, adaptations, seasons, change habitat, keystone species

Big Cat, Little Kitty 9781607181347 8.95 big cats, domestic cats, days of week, habitats, math, life science, map, senses

Ferdinand Fox's First Summer 9781607186267 9.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, growth and change, summer, animal senses, adaptations, learned behavior, life cycle, sequencing, months

Fibonacci Zoo 9781628555622 9.95 number patterns, fibonacci, counting, addition, patterns

Fur and Feathers 9781607180869 8.95 animal classification, skin coverings

Giraffe Who Was Afraid of Heights, The 9781607187059 9.95 behavioral adaptation, adapted story, Wizard of Oz, behavioral adaptations, African animals, life science, adaptations, craft

Great Divide, The 9781607185307 9.95 division, collective nouns, math, rhyme, map

Happy Birthday To Whooo? 9781934359068 8.95 rhyme, animal babies, life cycles, life science, prediction, number line

Kali's Story: An Orphaned Polar Bear Rescue 9781628552171 9.95 climate, polar bears, helping animals, zoos, Arctic adaptations, life cycle

Kersplatypus 9781934359235 8.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, Australian animals, adaptations, life science, mammal, animal classification

Lucky Litter, The: Wolf Pups Rescued from Wildfire 9781628557190 9.95 EE (Environmental Education), changing habitats, natural disasters (wildfires)

Mammals: A Compare and Contrast Book 9781628557367 9.95 animal classification, compare and contrast, mammal, marine mammal, animal signs

Midnight Madness at the Zoo 9781628557374 9.95 anthropomorphic, counting, math: general, rhythm or rhyme, basketball, endangered animals, add/subtract

Most Dangerous, The 9781607185352 9.95 behavioral adaptation, predators, prey protection, adaptations, geography, life science, predators & prey, map, craft

On the Move: Mass Migrations 9781607186281 9.95 seasons, behavioral adaptation, life cycles, migrations, seasons, geography, life science, map

Once Upon an Elephant 9781628557381 9.95 Africa, grassland, habitat/animal interaction, keystone species, seasons

One Wolf Howls 9781607186090 9.95 rhythm, weather, wolf, counting, months, seasons, math, life science, life cycle, calendar

Pandas' Earthquake Escape 9781607180821 8.95 natural disasters, helping animals, changing habitats, earth systems, human activity, pandas, earthquakes, life science, earth science, environmental education, caring for animals, plate tectonics, map, chart, life cycle, sequencing

Paws, Claws, Hands, and Feet 9781934359983 8.95 physical adaptation, adaptations, rhyme and rhythm, life science, hands, feet adaptations

Penguin Lady, The 9781607185369 9.95 penguins, different species, counting,  math, life science, map, measuring, compare & contrast

Polar Bears and Penguins: A Compare and Contrast Book9781628552188 9.95 climate, physical adaptation, adaptations, climate, compare & contrast, geography, habitat, life science

Primate School 9781628555646 9.95 animal classification, environmental education, primates, tools and technology, zoos, endangered species

Rainforest Grew All Around, The 9780977742387 8.95 climate, habitat, adapted story, Green Grass Grew All Around, rainforest, plant adaptations, seed dispersal, cumulative text, life science, recipe, natural resources

River Beds: Sleeping in the World's Rivers 9781934359310 8.95 sleep adaptations, life science, river habitats, geography, map, coordinate grid

Sounds of the Savanna 9781628556377 9.95 Africa, EE (Environmental Education), food web, sound, sound, physics (sound waves), animal communication,

Three Little Beavers 9781607185338 9.95 behavioral adaptation, physical adaptation, human-beavers interaction, adaptations, plant-animal interaction, life science, STEM activity

'Twas the Day Before Zoo Day 9781607188735 9.95 adapted story, 'Twas the Night Before Christmas, zoo animals, rhyme and rhythm, life science, chart, collective nouns, jobs

What's New at the Zoo? An Animal Adding Adventure 9781607180388 8.95 rhyme, math, life cycles, addition, counting, animal babies, tens make friends, place value, animal classification

What's the Difference? An Endangered Animal Subtraction Story9781607180814 8.95 rhyme, subtraction, counting, endangered animals, math, environmental education, food chains
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